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validity ofthe law tested; but, pending the litigation, the spirit of good
citizenship would have induced forbearance from repeating the alleged
offense. Neither is this publication of Dr. O'Neill's defensiblfl or justi-
fiable On the ground that the evils detailed must find their correction
through such a medium of discussion as the ·'Lucifer." They all come
under the denunciation of common or statute law; and these declaimers
would do more to suppress and prevent their repetition by having such
miscreants arrested and prosecuted in the courts than by firing paper
words at the acts. Such zeal can never reach martyrdom, for it is with-
out that spirit which. challenges admiration and popular intelligent re-
spect. The responsibility for this statute rests upon congress. The
duty of the courts is imperative to enforce it while it stands. My con-
clusion from the facts and the law is that the defendant is guilty, in
l'nanner and form, as charged in the first, third, and fourth counts of
the indictment.

Ross fJ. MONTANA UNION Ry. Co.

(Oircuit Oourt, D. Montana. November 25, 1890.)

1. PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS-INFRINGEMENT-NOVELTY.
In an action for infringement of patent, the prima facie presumption that :plain-

tilt was, the first inventor, and that the invention was a novelty, raised by llltro-
ductioD of the patent, must be rebutted beyond a reasonable doubt.

2. •
.A combination of old elements producing a new and beneficial result is a patent-

able invention; but not if substantially the same combination has been used before,
though used for a different purpose.

8. SAIlm-EVIDENOB OF PATENTABILITY.
The fact that an application has been submitted to the scrutiny of the patent-of-

fice, and a patent issued, is strong evidence of the patentability of the invention.
4. SAME-WANT OF INVENTION.

Want.of invention of a combination cannot be predicated on the ground that the
means are so simFle that skilled mechanics believe that they could have produced
the same result i required.

5.
The use of less than all the elements in a combination of elements is not an in-

fringement of the patent, provided an for the omitted elements, well
known as a substitute at the time the patent issued, is not SUbstituted.

6. SAME-ABANDONMENT.
Abandonment of a patent must be to the pUblie; it cannot be in favor of one per-

son.
7. SAME-LICENSE.

Where the patentee of an article knows that his employer is manufacturing it
with the intention of using it, and allows him to do so without objection, a license
may be.implied.

8. SAME-INFRINGEMENT-MEASURE OF DAMAGES.
The measure of damages in an action for infringement, of a natent on a dumping-
car is the reasonable amount of royalty that oaght to have been paid on eacll car,
based on the utility and cheapness of the car as compared to others used for the
same purpose.

At Law. Action to recover royalty for use of patented invention.
Wm. Scallon, for plaintiff.
J. S. ShrQpahire,for defendant.
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KNOWLES, J., (charging jury.) 1. The issues in this case are presented
in the pleadings, which will be furnished you, to take to your rooms in
considering the matter presented for your consideration. The plaintiff
claims to be the inventor of an iinproved dump-car. The defendants
claim,-First, that he was not the inventor oftbis dump-car; 8econd, that,
if he was the inyentor, it has no novelty in it,-that it is not new in the
sense that that word is understood in patent laws; and, third, that if hewas
the inventor,they have a license to use these cars if they are used,-a
sort of an implied license,-or, at least, a portion of them, because
they received them with the knowledge and consent of the plaintiff be"
fore he applied for his patent. Now, I have a few words that I wish
to say to you on this point that I have reduced to writing, and I will
ask you to pay attention to this, because, under the practice in the
United States courts, the charge, as it is termed, to the jury, does not go
to the jury; that is, they do not take the charge to their
The defendant claims in its answer that the plaintiff, Ross, was not the
original and first inventor of the dumping-car, the model of which has
been shown you by the evidence in this case. It is for you to determine
from the evidence whether or not he is the original and first inventor of
this car. He has introduced his patent, derived from the United States,
for this car. This patent affords, prima facie, a presumption that the
plaintiff, Ross, was the original and first inventor of this car. The de-
fendant may overthrow this presumption, but in order to do this it must
establish that he isnot such first and original inventor by evidencesostrong
and convincing that you can say that he is not the first and original inventor
of this car, toa moral certainty. A moral certainty is that high degree of
probability, though less than absolute assurance, that induces prudent and
conscientious men to act unhesitatingly in matters of the gravest
portance. This instruction as to moral certainty is equivalent to the in-
struction that is generally given in criminal cases, that a jury must be
satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt of the guilt of a defendant, and, if
there is a reasonable doubt in the mind of the jury, it must then be re-
solved in favor of the defendant; and in thi8.case the reasonable doubt that
may be in the minds of the jurors as to who is the first inventor should be
given to the one who has the patent for the invention. Hyou are not satis-
fied to a moral certainty ofit, that is beyond a reasonable doubt, that the
plaintiffisnotthe inventor, then you should find that he is the first and
original inventor. !tis claimed that Mr. George Dickinson was the first
inventor of this car, but I say to you that the law is that whoever first per-
fects a machine is entiiled to a patent therefor, and is the real inventor, al-
though others may have previously had the idea, and made some experi-
ments towards putting it in practice. In order to constitute an invention,
the party claiming the same must have proceeded so far as to have reduced
his idea to practice, and erpbodied it in some form. So, ifDickinson did
not reduce his idea of a dump-car to practice, and did not embody his
idea ina machine, he cannot be said to be the inventor of this car. It
may be, however, that, although Dickinson'is not entitled to be classed
as the inventor of this car, plaintiff is not entitled to be so classed. If
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the pill-nof this car, and furnished :Ross such informa-
tion in to the same that it would have ena,bled an ordinary me-
,chanic. ,without the exercise of any ingenuitya.nd. special skill on his
part,tO construct and put in ,successful operation the ,car in evidence,
then, not the Original and first invent!)r of this car. This is a

for, the jury to cQnsider from the evidence; but you must remem-
ber that ypu are to be, satisfied from the this fact to a moral
certainty.',IfDickinsonmade some kind ofa pliipofthis car, and sug-
gested parts of the same", and the construction of the trial car was made
under the join't supervision of both him and Ross, it might be that they
were the joint inventors of this car; but this issue is not presented for
your ,consideration in this ease. , ,
2. The issuing of the letters for this. ear also creates the pre-

sumption of its novelty. The defendant denies thenovelty of this car.
It then has· the burden of to you to a moral certainty that
there is no novelty in this car.
8. The defendant :has introduced many other letters patent in evi-

dence for dump,cars. The plaintiff. as I understand from the pleadings
and evidence, claims the whole combination as his improvement in

not any particular part of this car. An inventor may
tain a patent for one appliance attached to an, instrU):nent, or the whole
instrument or machine.. In this case, it is the whole com,
bination-that the platntiff <;laims. . .
4. If the plaintiff claims as his invention the car in evidence as an

entirety, and the same consists of a combination of old elements incapa-
ble of division or separate use, the defendant cannot m?-kegoQd its de-
fense, that the car was invented and Patented beforeby proving that a part
of the entire invention is found in a prior machine or car, and another
part is found ill another, and so on in.definitelyI a.nd from the whole or
any given number expect the juryJo determinethat this car had been
patented or in use before. Now. you will understand this; gentlemen,
that, if, in these patentstbat are introduced, you find one principle that
is in .this car, and anoth.er principle in another patent, and so on,
-that ,does not with the plaintiff's'right to his invention.
Hiainvention is a combination of these elements into one ll1achine.
ldostmachines are a combination pf elements that were known before.
lt is not often that a new eIement is brought into use in a machinei
it is generally a combination of old elementsi but if these old elements,
brought together in a.combination,produce anew and useful and
beneficial result, that is an invention, if it is one thlj.t requires more
thall ordinary mechanical skill to construct. If the car of plaintiff, as
presented to you by the evidence, had been substantilllly, patented be-
fore,7that is, the combin,ation claimed.-then' plaintiff's patent is void.
lfanY,ofthesepatent,s.i»troducl;dto you in evidence show that this
ca,r ..j..ts., ,.entirety ..had,.;:M.pe..e.n s.u. 11y pat.ented before .and, used be-
fore, the plaint41 Ss patent is void. The showing that parts of
pla,intiff's car had beep,used in. one patent, and another part in another,
is not sufficient. If ,,1.19f t4e material parts of plaintiff's car were em-

. .', ,
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bodied substantially in another. car for which letters patent have is-
sued, then he is not entiUed 'to the same.
5.What is a novelty ina machine is often one of considerable diffi-

culty, and especially is it difficult to determine when, as in this case, no
new principle is invoked, hut the machine consists of a combination of
all principles. It is not enough that the thing claimed to be invented
is new in the sense that in the shape or form in which it is produced it
shall not have been known before, and that it shall be useful, but it
must amount to an invention or discovery.
6. The exercise of invention requires. something more than ordinary

mechanical skill. The adaptation of a mechanical instrument to a new
use is not a new invention. If there had been cars used before that
were substantially the same as this car, that were devoted to some other
purpose than hauling ores, and then were applied by the plaintiff to the
hauling and dumping of ores, that would not be a new invention. It
might have been that they Were used for hauling caal,or anything that
might be dumped at the side. So, if this car is only a new-shaped car,
the construction of which required only ordinary mechanical skill, and
is only an old machine atlapted to a new use, there is no novelty in it.
7. In considering this question of novelty, at the request of the plain-

tiff I instruct you as follows: You are instructed, oIi the question of
invention, that, if the evidence shows that plaintiff's application wag
submitted to scrutiny by the patent-office, that would be an important
eonsideration in plaintiff's favor; and the more rigid the scrutiny, the
stronger would be theefrect of it, as affecting the decision of the ques-
tion of'there being invention in plaintiff's device.
8. The reason of' this is that in the patent-office there are men who

are required by law to make examinations, and to give patents only for
new and novel inventions; and they are supposed under the law to per,
form their duty, and iUs taken as sOz:n,ething of a guide to a jury in de-
termining a question of novelty.
9. In considering the question of invention, you are instructed that,

when It partiCUlar result was long desired and sometimes sought, but·
never attained until the production of a partiCUlar device, and this new
device proves to be useful, and supplies the want, this tends very
strongly to prove the exercise ()f an inventive and creative faculty; and
that want of invention cannot be predicated on the ground that the
means fire Bosimple that mechanics believe that they or skilled me-
chanics could have produced the same result if required, for soh-cd
problems may often appear easy to persons who could never have solved
them or produced the result or device.
10. Now, you will understand this instruction; that very often a ma-

chiDP, is invented, and mechanics see it, and it looks as though it might
be vert easy to construct it. A great many machines are simple,
and yet they exhibit a good deal of inventive ingenuity. .
11. Upon the several questions, whether or not the plaintiff's alleged

invention was anticipated by the alleged prior patents, or was the re-
sult of an' invention, or mere mechanical skill, or was novel, you are in-
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structedthat evidence of superior utility olthe plaintiff's device or car,
and of its commercial success, would tend very strongly to establish
that it was not anticipated by any of the patents in question, and was
the result of an inventive act, 'and was novel; and, in case of doubt,
such evidence would resolve it in plaintiff's favor. Therefore, if in this
case you would otherwise be in doubt on any of these questions, and. if
you should find from the evidence that plaintiff's car was recognized
and accepted as one of superior utility over cars known or used prior
to his, and was a commercial success, then you should find on that
point in favor of the plaintiff.
12. I have been unable to e:xamine the letters patent introduced by

defendant in evidence. They have been read to you, and you have
e:xamined them to a limited e:xtent. It is for you to say whether they
show there was no novelty in this car of plaintiff's. If they do show it,
then plaintiff cannot recover in this case.
13. The defendant mllkes the point that it is not infringing the patent

of plaintiff. This is a question for you to determine from the evidence.
At the request of the defendant, I give you the following instructions
upon this point:
14. You are instructed that the plaintiff's claim in this action is for

an improvement in dump-cars, and if he recovers against the defendant
it must be for an infringement by the use of the precise car described
and claimed in the plaintiff's specifications forming a part of his letters
patent. The plaintiff's claims are as follows:
"(1) In a dump-car, the combination of the frame, the bottom formed of

inclined sides and ends, having a central longitudinal ridge, the swinging
doors hinged to the frame above, and closing against the lower edges of the
sides of the bottom, the at the lower edges of the doors extending
beyond the ends of the same, and having notches formed in their projecting
ends, the latches pivoted to the frame. and mechanism for operating the
latches at both ends of the doors simultaneously. substantially as set forth.
(2) The combination in a dump-car of the frame, the inclined bottom, the
swjnging doors, having latch-bars at their lower edges prOVided with notched
extensions, the pivoted latches. the longitudinal shaft or shafts journaled
above the doors, and haVing outwardly extending arms, and the links con-
necting said arms with the latches, as herein set forth. (3) In a dump-car,
the combination of the frame, the bottom having inclined sides, the doors
hinged to the frame, and closing against the lower edges of the sides, the
latch-bars at the lower edges of the doors haVing notched extensions, the
latches engaging the latter, the hinge-straps extending beyond the lower
edge of the doors. and having slots formed in their projecting ends, the slotted
arms secured to the car frame, and engaging said slotted extensions of the
hinge-straps, and the keys adapted to be fitted in said slotted arms, substan-
tially as set forth. "
. In these three claims, respectively, the plaintiff sets forth a combina-
tion which the defendant denies that it has used, or is as claimed.
The defendant has sought to prove that the dump-car used by it does
not comprehend the precise elements claimed by the plaintiff in his com-
bination; that is, the proof on the part of the dElfendant is to the effect
that the car used by it does not contain the "longitudinal shaft" above
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the doors, with the" outwardly extending arms," and the "links con-
necting the said arms with the latches," nor the center hinge-strap, with
its slotted extension, and that it contains an element not found in plain-
tiff's combination, to-wit, "the door prop" for holding the door open;
that it has adopted other devices for operating doors than those described
in plaintiff's specifications and claims. If you shall find that in any
one or more of these respects the defendant has not since the date of
plaintiff's patent used, and is not now using, the elements or ingredients
of plaintiff's combination, as claimed in his letters patent, then there is
no infringement, and the plaintiff cannot recover.
15. I would add upon this point this addition to that instruction:

If defendant has been and is substantially using the dump-car of plain-
tiff, then they are infringing upon plaintiff's patent-rights, if you should
find that he has any. If the car defendant is using is substantially dif-
ferent from the combination of plaintiff, then defendants are not infring-
ing upon plaintiff's patent. Defendants claim that they are using a
car, and have been since the issuing of the patent to plaintiff, which is
different from the plaintiff's car. It is certain that the car which was
constructed for defendant, and which it first used, was the identical
dump-car of plaintiff; but defendant claims that since the issuing of
the patent they have ceased to use, and have removed from these cars,
what is termed the "rock shaft" or longitudinal bar, and links attached
thereto, and the central hinge-strap to the doors of the car are not fas-
tened at the center.
16. Now, it is true, as a matter of law, that where a person patents

a combination of several elements, the using of less than all of them is
not an infringement; but this rule is subject to this qualification: If
the party with infringing a patent omits entirely one of the in-
gredients of the patented combination, without substituting any other,
he has not infringed the patent. If the defendant, leaving off this
rock-bar and these links for raising the latch, has not substituted
any other thing for it in raising these latches, then it is not infringing
upon plaintiff's patent; but if it substitutes an equivalent for the one
withdrawn, which performs the same function as the other, and which
was well known at the date of plaintiff's patent as a proper substitute
for the one omitted, then he has infringed the patent. If he sub-
stituted something else in the place of it which was an old and well-
known machine or contrivance, then he has not varied the patent, and
has infringed upon it.
17. In this case the defendant seems to have omitted or quit using or

has removed the rock-bars used by plaintiff in his car. Whether or not
the function performed by the use of hammers in the hands of men was
well known at the issuing of a patent to plaintiff as a proper substitute
for the rock-bar with links attached to the latches, I leave it for you to
say. The rock-bar, it was expected, would be turned by means of a
wrench or crank in human hands, and by means of the linkS attached
thereto, and to the latches which were attached as fasteners to the dOOTS,
lift the latches and open the doors. The hammer is a mechaniCal inl.
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strument in hllmanhandB, whi(,lh may be used for knqcking up the
latches on these doors. Whe.ther or not, as I have said, tlley are equiv-
alents, is for you to decide. .
J8. The defendant has asked me to instruct you upon the point as

to whether or not the plaintiff abandoned his invention. I refuse to do
thill, 1donot think there. has been presented evidence enough
to warrant you in finding that there was any intention on his part to
a1:landon his invention. At no time was it prgposed to abandon the
Sl1-me to the public. The Union Pacific proposed to have the invention
patented in the name of Dickinson. An abandonment cllnnot be in fa-
vorof one person, but to the public, giving everyone the right to use
and manufacture the invention.
19•. Th.e plaintiff has asked me to instruct you that the defendant has

admitU!d in the pleadings tha.t the plaintiff was the first and original in-
ventor of this car. This Irl3fuseto do, because I have thought there
was enou/1ilJ presented in :thepleadingll to present the issue to you as to
who was the first and original ill\1entorof this car, or as to whether or not
it was tlJf)plaintiff, and evidence has been introduced on this point.
20. The defendant askstne to instruct you upon the qnestion of an

implied license given by the plaintiff to the defendant to use this car,
and upon this point I instruct you as follows:
21. You al'einstructed that, ifyou shall find that the defendant has

used, or is pow using, plaintiff's dump-car, you must take into consid-
eration the question whether or not such use by the defendant was pur-
suant toany license, e:xprel:lS ,Qr implied, from the plaintiff; and in de-
termining thi.s question you that, if you shall find that the
car patented by the plaintiff was made by him while he was in the em-
ploy of the defendant, and.receivingregular pay, using its tools, mate-
rial, and time; and that he made, 110 ob,iectiun to the use of the same; or
ifSOil shall find that the saidcllrwoas made by the plaintiff in conjunc-
tion with the defendant'ssupetintendent, for the purpose of securing for
the a ;more suitablltcar for its ore business, and that the plain-
tiff knew or .had reason .t9.know that sl,lCh was the purpose, and made
no objection to having the ,car tested; or if you shall fi,ndthat the order
f9rthe purchase of these cl\J;shadbeen given in pursuance of t/lis pur-
pose ofthe company, and that theplaintifl' knew, or had reason to know,
that the order hap been given.!:and·made no objection at the time; or if
Y'flU shall .find that all of were so ordered in pUrsuance of the
said purpose of the defendant, and'the same were received by it and put

the plaintif;l!'sleaving the service of the: defendant, and
hit: made no objection to ,thedefendant,-then, and in view of any of

facts being found, by;,}:'C)qjthe defEmdant would have an implied
license use,saidcar to number it had put in use prior toplaintifl's
APplication {or his patent for said car,and for auehuse it would not
be, liable to. the plaintiff.. ,
22. If find that the plaintiff had knowleqgeof these cars

being put, jnuse by the :defe\ldiapt. ,and made no objection, you would
De authorize4 t9 find froIlil theevidlillce that he consented to their use.
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That is a matter for, you to determine, whether or not he did consent.
Whatever he may have said, he stood by and knew that these cars were
being manufactured, and saw them brought up there and put into use,
and he was in the employ of thedefendantat the time, and made no ob-
jection to it. I think you would 1:>e warranted in finding that he had
knowledge of and: ;consented to the use of these cars up the time' that he
made his application for a patent.
23. All cars the defendant may have used before plaintiff made his

application for a patent, if madeand used with plaintiff's knowledge and
consent, defendant has a right to use until they are worn out, and he
has a.rightto use the same without paying plaintiff anything for such
use. That is the statute of the United States. If defendant had made
and used these cars' :with the knowledge and consent of the plaintiff,
then it has a right to use these cars until they are worn out; that is,
the number they had ,received, before the plaintiff 'made his application
for a patent.
24. Knowledge and consent may not be proved always in the exact

words. It may be shown from Circumstances, and these circumstances
are a matter for you to consider in this case. The <cars that the defend-
ant received since the application for a patent, if you 'should find that
this was the plaintiff's invention, that it had novelty, and was a utility,
would entitle plaintiff to some compensation for their' use as' damages.
25. Theiast point .for you to consider is the question of damages. If

you find that the plaintiff was the first inventor of this 'car, that the iu-
ventionwas a new and ,useful combination, then you are to consider
whether or not he has been damaged by any use (jf his cars by the de-
fendant. , Upon thispoirit I give you an instruction, as prepared by,the
plaintiff: , ' '
26. You are inStructed upon the' question of the measure of the dam-

ages t,batin this case the }'lropermethod of assessing plaintiff's dama-ges,
if you find that he is entitled to recover any, is for you to ascertaina.nd
determine what would have been a reasonable royalty for the defendant
to have paid for the use of the cars in question at 80 much per car;: 'and,
in determining this point, the utility and cheapness of operation or use
of the cars in question, as compared with other things known or used at
or prior to the time of the alleg;ed infringement,-that is, from January
28, 1890, to April 15, 1890,-and the saving, if any, to the defendant
by the use of these cars, if such saving, cheapness, or utility be proved by
the evidence, will be your leading guides. The date of the application
of this patent is in some of these pleadings, but I have forgotten what it
is. I believe it is February 8, 1889. Now, I have instructed you that
all cars that were manufactured or used by the defendant with the
knowledge and consent of the plaintiff prior to that time, (February 8,
1889,) the defendant has a right to use.
A juror. How many were those?
27. TM Court. Well, I don't know; that is the question for you to

determine. I think the plaintiff chims there were 105; the defendant,
I think, about 97. Of course it is not admitted at all by the defendant
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that they have infringed thetZe 97 cars, it is not admitted that there was
any novelty about them, and it is plain in relation to these 97 cars,
too, that they are not using the identical combhiation. The question is
whether they are using a well-known equivalent, and so on.
28. Mr. Scallon, counsel for plaintiff. If your honor please, I think

we are required by the United States practice to take any exceptions be-
fore the jury leaves the box. I might say, if your honor please, although
1 don't see my friend taking any exceptions to it, that we admit in our
complaint that 145 cars were received prior to the application for pat.
ent. They claim 189. The evidence of Watson tended to show 152.
So, if your honorplellse, we would ask for a special instruction on that
point. I claim that Watson's statement, not being upon his personal
knowledge, but simply upon memorandum from the books of the com-
pany, is not sufficient.
29. The Court. That was not competent testimony. The testimony

was admitted without exception being taken. If there was any, it cer-
tainly was overlooked, and I would not instruct the jury in any way
as to the testimony whatever. That is not the province of the court.
30. Mr. Scallon. Then I want it understood that the difference is

tween 152 and 145. The jury might understand it differently.
31.· Well, the jury is called upon to consider this evidpnce,

and the facts. I am struggling with the law of the case.
32. Mr. Scallon. At the outset of your charge, your honor referred to

what was the rule in criminal cases. Then your honor in coming back
to this case referred to the "defendant" where your honor obviously in-
tended to say "plaintiff."
83. Churt. Well, the jury probably understood the meaning in-

tended to be conveyed. Of course, in a criminal case you have to find
the guilt of the defendant to a moral certainty. In this case you lJave
got to find that the plaintiff is not the inventor to a ,moral certainty I and
that the invention was not novel to a moral certainty.

Jury found a verdict for plaintUf, and assessed his damages at &7.500.
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REMOVAL Oll' CAUSES-PRACTICE-REMAND.
Where it appears that the petition for removal was never presented to the state

court, but to the clerk thereof, and filed by him, and a certified copy immediately
made and given defendant, a motion to remand will be granted.

At LaW. On motion to remand.
J. L. McDonald, for plaintiff.
Howe Perrin, for defendant.

NELsoN, J. This is a motion to remand made by the plaintiff. The
correct practice is indicated by Judge GRESHAM in Shedd v. F'uller, 36
Fed. Rep. 609. The petition should be presented to the state court,
and opportunity given that court to act. In this case the petition was
presented to the clerk of the state court, and filed by him, and a certi-
fied copy immediately made and given the defendant. The court never
had its attention called to the petition. This is not the proper practice
indicated by the statute granting removals from the state court, or rec-
ognized by the United States supreme court.
Motion to remand granted.

REIFSNIDEB 11. AMERICAN IMP. PUB. CO. et al.

(Circuit Ccrwrt, E. D. Mi8Bouri, E. D. March 27, 1891.)

L REllovAL Oll' CAUSES-ApPEABANCE-SERVICE of PROCESS.
A special appearance merely to file a petition and bond for removal does not

preclude the defendant from subsequently moving to quash the service of process.
B. FOREIGN CORPORATION-JUBISDICTION.

No jurisdiction of a foreign corporation whlchdoes not maintain an office or trans-
act business within the state is acquired by service of process on the president
thereof when he is within the state casually on private business.

At Law.
This suit was removed from the state circuit court. Process was served

on October 7, 1890, at the city of St. Louis, Mo., by delivering a copy
of the writ and petition to D. M. Parry, president of the defendant cor-
poration. On the 20th day of October the corporation appeared specially
in the state court for the purpose of removing the cause to this court.
Having effected a removal of the cause, it filed in this court a plea in
the nature of a motion to quash the service of process upon the corpora-
tion. Plaintiff moved to strike the plea from the files.
Goo. D. Reynolds, Jitank E. RWhey, and W. M. Ki'1l8C!l, for plaintiff.
Jitank, Dawson Garvitn, for defendants.
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